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The quesTion “Where should i go in Tuscany?” almosT alWays 
elicits the same answer: “Florence!”. It was then that I decided that Florence 
would have to wait for now. I had to see the real Tuscany – get to its heart. 
 Ever since I saw Under the Tuscan Sun for the very first time (now my 
favourite movie so I have seen it over a dozen times), the word Tuscany has 
always conjured images of rolling hills dotted with silhouettes of majestic villas, 
never-ending vineyards, olive groves and amber sunsets in my head. And as 
stunning as Florence is made out to be, I knew the queues and crowds were just 
not going to cut it for me. I was off to discover Tuscany for myself.
 After much planning, I decided that a car and a map were a good place to 
start. So one hot June afternoon, my husband and I landed at Pisa International 
Airport, threw our bags into a car we had rented for the week and started 
driving towards Florence’s ancient rival — Siena. The medieval hill town was 
what we had picked as the base for our Tuscan sojourn.  

scenic siena
As we drove through Tuscany’s characteristic undulating brown hills, I instantly 
knew that I was on the same page as Mark Twain when he said “The Creator 
made Italy from designs by Michelangelo”. And as clichéd as it may sound, 
Siena was every bit as breathtakingly beautiful as I had pictured it to be. 
 At its heart was a walled city, just the way it had been left centuries ago. 
We stayed at a charming bed and breakfast just outside the city walls, where we 
really only came back to sleep. Our days and most of the nights too were spent 
aimlessly wandering the hundreds of narrow, cobbled lanes and alleys of Siena. 
At the end of every alley lay something old, something historic and something 
beautiful – piazzas, cathedrals or just ancient fountains.
 I was fortunate to be able to attend Sunday morning mass at the Duomo, 
the black and white cathedral that is Siena’s pride and joy. The 13th-century 
Gothic cathedral with its unique flooring of beautiful mosaic and invaluable 
Piccolomini Library is home to works by Donatello, Bernini, Pisano and 
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Wild Boar and More
Sienese cuisine is delicious to say 
the very least, albeit a tad too heavy 
on the meat. Pici (thick, handmade 
spaghetti) and ribollita (a vegetable, 
bean and spice soup) dominated most 
of my meals though for my husband 
it was almost always hare or wild 
boar. And since we were in Tuscany, 
not surprisingly, truffle was the 
condiment of choice. All meals always 
ended with panforte cake, a typical 

Sienese speciality made of honey, almond and candied fruit. And 
always washed down by lots of Chianti, Vino Nobile di Montepulciano 
or Brunello di Montalcino wines at prices you wouldn’t believe.
 One evening, in pursuit of that ‘wow’ meal and on our concierge’s 
recommendation, we showed up at the unassuming entrance of Antica 
Osteria Da Divo. However, it is only after we stepped inside did we 
realise that we would be tucking into classic Tuscan preparations on 
a candlelit table in an ancient Etruscan tomb, more than 2,000 years 
old, cut out of soft volcanic rock on which Siena is built. A location 
and a meal I will clearly never forget.
 La Taverna di San Giuseppe was the last name on my self-
compiled ‘places to eat’ list, primarily because it traces its history to 
the 12th century. Yet again, on the persistent recommendation of my 
now seemingly knowledgeable concierge, we decided to go. We were 
turned back two nights in a row since we went without reservations — 
a great boost to my determination to dine there. 
 The term ‘worth the wait’ was never more apt, for it was here 
that I experienced the most succulent lamb chops followed by the best 
tiramisu I have ever sunk my teeth into. And ‘more truffle please’ are 
the three magic words here that will send any server whizzing to your 

Michelangelo. The Baptistery situated behind the Duomo certainly 
merits a visit for its statue of St John the Baptist by Jacopo della 
Quercia, as do the Crypt and Opera Museum.

Palio di siena
However, for all the action, head over to the shell-shaped Piazza 
del Campo, the city’s main square and also a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. What the piazza is perhaps most famous for, though, 
and we were lucky to witness, is the Palio di Siena or Il Palio, a 
medieval bareback horse race between the 17 contrade (districts 
within Italian cities originally formed as battalions for defence). 
 First held in 1597, the Palio is held twice a year, on July 2 and 
August 16. Ten contrade, each assigned a horse and a jockey, take 
part in each of the Palios. The winner is presented a painted silk 
banner which is proudly hung in the contrada’s church. The race is 
dedicated to the Virgin Mary. 
 For the Sienese, the Palio is not just a horse race; it is a way of 
life. Like me, people had poured into the city from all parts of the 
world to witness this once-in-a-lifetime sports spectacle. Days of 
singing, dancing and merriment marked the arrival of the Palio, as 
did the colourful banners displayed by every contrada. The town 
was euphoric and the energy, infectious. 
 It is said that the main square at the piazza can hold a crowd 
of 28,000. On the day of the race it felt more like 1.28 million. 
A parade, complete with medieval costumes, flag-bearers on 
horseback, drummers, trumpeters, horses and bugles marked the 
beginning of the race. The race itself was exhilarating, giving me 
the two most memorable minutes of my life.
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The ciTy of alaBasTer - VolTerra
This quaint little typical Tuscan town dotting the hills of northern 
Tuscany often falls outside the tourist radar as few actually venture 
beyond Siena and San Gimignano. But those like me who have been 
to Volterra have come back very happy; not having fallen prey to the 
tourist dollar, the town is completely untouched by time. 
 As long as I am being honest, I must admit that I initially wanted 
to head to Volterra or ‘The land of Alabaster’ to get my hands on some 
of the prized carvings the town is world famous for. The surrounding 
areas of Volterra abound in large deposits of the soft and easily carved 
translucent stone of the highest quality, giving the town a centuries 
old heritage in working alabaster.  Only a handful of artisans are 
permitted to maintain workshops in the town centre and Volterra’s 
famous art school is the only one in Europe to train students to work 
the stone.
 The Museum of Alabaster in Volterra housed in a former 
Augustinian convent from the 17th century holds the private collection 
of the Bruchi family, displaying over 300 alabaster art works made 
between the 18th and 19th centuries.
 After buying myself an exquisitely worked owl with gorgeous eyes 
carved out of alabaster, I was quite exhausted with all the negotiating 
with the artisan and didn’t really spend more than two hours in 
Volterra. But those were enough for me to admire Piazza dei Priori, 
one of the largest and grandest squares I had seen in all of Tuscany, 
complete with a duomo (of course). 

table with a full Albanian truffle and a grater, shaving away till you 
plead him to stop!  
 I could have spent a decade in Siena. What I really did spend was 
unfortunately, four days, for the rest of the week was spent exploring 
other Tuscan gems.

skyscraPers in san GiMiGnano
Not much to be said about the one hour drive from Siena, as by then 
we had become quite accustomed to picture-perfect vistas around 
every bend. San Gimignano, another walled hill town in the Siena 
province of Tuscany is often referred to as the ‘City of Towers’ for its 
claim to fame are its 14 surviving medieval towers. These towers are 
all that remain of the original 72 that were built in the 14th century 
by powerful families as a symbol of their wealth. A camera-toting 
tourist informed me that the other towers had been pulled down 
when Florence took control of San Gimignano. The same tourist, 
who I happened to bump into an hour later, also informed me that 
the town centre is protected as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
 I probably would have covered the entire town on foot in a 
couple of hours had I not spent that same amount of time sitting on 
the steps of the quaint well at the centre of Piazza della Cisterna. 
Sitting there and looking around me reminded me of a movie set 
from a bygone era where time had just stood still. Everything was 
hundreds of years old.
 Another great memory is sitting on the steps leading to the 
Duomo at Piazza del Duomo and watching a newly married Italian 
couple and their large families emerging from the town hall and 
indulge in some frenzied photo-taking, much to the delight of the 
many tourists there, myself included. Perhaps the towers surrounding 
the duomo made for memorable pictures. 

Precious Pecorino
 The town was flooded with shops selling all kinds of typical Tuscan 
produce and the tourist in me did eventually give in and pick up a few 
trinkets. My husband bought a few bottles of white Vernaccia di San 
Gimignano wine that is produced here since the Renaissance times 
and comes highly recommended. 
  However my proudest purchase would be from an absolutely 
delightful cheese shop, selling all kinds of regional cheeses, from 
where I picked up a small wheel of the most heavenly sheep pecorino 
infused with black truffle. 
 The best part was, however, that the lady behind the counter 
informed me that she could vacuum seal it for me whereby I could 
carry the cheese to any part of the world and it would not spoil for 
the next three months. And I happily declare that I did exactly that. 
Three months later I pulled out the cheese at dinner with some 
friends at home in Singapore. The cheese tasted as heavenly as ever 
and my status was catapulted to ‘hostess with the mostest’. 
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 The town is a tapestry of streets filled with history, tradition, charming arts 
and craft shops, cafes, restaurants and wine bars. Certainly walk through the 
main square known as Piazza del Popolo and visit the Palazzo dei Priori, the city’s 
town hall. If time is not an issue, it is recommended to visit the churches of Sant’ 
Agostino, Sant’ Egidio and San Francesco.
 What we did make time for, though, was a visit to the Fattoria dei Barbi 
winery, one of the oldest and most famous winemaking estates in Montalcino. 
Founded and still owned by one of Italy’s most influential families, the Colombini 
family in 1970, this winery has played an integral role in shaping the history of 
Brunello di Montalcino.
 This was also the first Tuscan cellar to open its door to visitors, all the way 
back in 1954 and ever since it has welcomed more than a whopping three million 
wine lovers!
 Apart from producing wines, it also produces cured meats, olive oil and cheese. 
In spite of meticulous planning, we didn’t really make it in time for a cellar tour but 
instead just about made it for dinner at their restaurant on the estate. The cuisine 
was naturally Tuscan, using the freshest ingredients and my spinach and ricotta 
ravioli in butter sage sauce was outstanding. My husband, on the other hand, was 
not over the moon with his slightly chewy steak but the glass of Brunello, straight 
from the estate, made up for everything.
 One thing that I clearly understood after this little taste of Italy’s most 
picturesque region was that as far as discovery was concerned, Tuscany and I were 
not done — I had just scratched the surface. Unearthing all of Tuscany’s charms 
would take a lifetime and I would certainly be back for more. I had to.
 

 I also walked to impressive La Fortezza Medicea, 
the fortress on the highest point of the town built by 
the Medici family in the 15th century. 
 The town has a long history, dating back to 
antiquity, when it was known as Velathri. By the third 
century, it had fallen prey to Roman influences. Not 
to be missed are the remains of the Teatro Romano 
di Vallebuona, an amphitheatre and a large complex 
of baths dating back to the 1st century BC. You can 
actually still see 19 rows for spectators, corridors and 
some remains of the scene.
 The Roman theatre was excavated from under a 
rubbish dump in the middle of the 20th century.

MonTalcino – 
land of The Brunello
While Siena was my favourite town in all of Tuscany, 
my husband had been hankering to get to Montalcino 
ever since we landed in Italy. It is only later did I realise 
that Montalcino, apart from being yet another gorgeous 
hill town, was also the birthplace of Italy’s most revered 
red wine.
 Brunello di Montalcino, a collector’s favourite, is 
made from 100 per cent sangiovese grapes grown on 
the slopes of the classic Tuscan town of Montalcino, 
some 40km south of Siena. With a population of less 
than 5,000, this tiny town has catapulted to global 
fame, courtesy of Brunello di Montalcino. 
 However, it is worth visiting not only for this liquid 
gold that its hills produce but some beautiful sights of a 
medieval town. The fortress at Montalcino was built at 
the highest point in the town in 1361 and is definitely 
a must-see. We were pleasantly surprised to see an 
enoteca located in the fortress, which we promptly 
entered. My husband indulged in some bottles of the 
famed Brunello whereas I just couldn’t keep my hands 
off bottles of truffle as well as olive oil.


